As
As we have now studied about a thousand words and a lot
of the grammar, can you hold a simple conversation in
English?
A
Yes, as we have ...,
I can hold ...
As you are not tall enough to reach the ceiling, what would
B
you have to do if you wanted to reach it?
As I am not...,
I would have to use a ladder and stand on it
if I wanted to reach the ceiling.
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life

lives

Remember:
If a noun finishes with "f" or "fe", we make the plural by changing the "f"
or "fe" to "ves". For example, the plural of "wife" is "wives"; the plural
of "knife" is "knives"; the plural of "scarf" is "scarves".

What's the plural of "life"?
The plural of “life” is “lives”
Do you think the lives of the poor are happier than those
of the rich?
Yes, I think ... ~
No, I don't think ...;
I think they're less happy
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although
Make a sentence with the word "although" in it.
Although the food was not very nice, I ate it because
I was hungry
Although you're now able to hold a simple conversation in
English, do you think you should keep studying?
Yes, although I'm ...,
I think I should ...
Are some people always happy although they have problems
in their lives?
Yes, some people ...
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cook

tasty

pasta

Is there a restaurant near here that cooks
A
tasty food?
Yes, there's a ...
‐ No, there isn't a ...
Is it difficult to cook pasta?
No, it isn't difficult...; it's easy
Are you a good cook?
Yes, I think ...
~ No, I don't think ...

B

C
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belong to
Why don't you take this book home with you after the
lesson?
A
I don't take that book home with
me after the lesson because it doesn't
belong to me.
Who does that pen belong to?
B
This pen belongs to me.
Who does that book belong to?
That book belongs to her.
C
Who does that bag belong to?
That bag belongs to him.

D
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